Abstract. Using Bismut-Lebeau's theorem, we determine the singularity of Quillen metrics for smoothing of isolated hypersurface singularities and apply it to compute the asymptotic behavior of Ray-Singer analytic torsion for such degenerations.
We apply Main Theorem to study the asymptotic behavior of analytic torsion in the case of smoothing of IHS. In the sequel of this section, we assume that (E, h) is the trivial line bundle with the trivial metric. One of the consequence of Main Theorem is that principal term of the asymptotic behavior of analytic torsion is determined by the total Milnor number of the singular fiber and determinant of period integrals. (For a related result, see [Fa] .) To be precise, let us fix notations.
Let H be a relatively very ample line bundle over X and gx the Kahler metric of X whose Kahler class coincides with ci(H). Let T(Xt) be the Ray-Singer analytic torsion of the smooth fiber (Xt,g\xt)-Fix a base point £o ¥" 0-Let H n (Xt 0 ]Z)fr be the free part of H n (X to ;Z) and fix its integral basis, say {ai,---,a/} where / = dim# n (X io ,R). Let (•,•) be the intersection form on iJ n (X^0,Z) and A := ((a,i,aj))i<i t j<i the intersection matrix relative to above basis. For any t € 5*, fix an integral basis {ai(£),---,«/(£)} of H n (Xt',l<) fr whose intersection matrix is A. Let oox/s : -det(TX/5)* be the relative canonical bundle of (TT, X, 5) . 
(Xt) (t ^ 0). Furthermore, there exists a constant A such that lim j-Yyi ---= exp(A). ^0 \ t ffcfortSingXo) det ^^AQ (fy (-^
As an application of Main Theorem, we show in [Y2] that analytic torsion of smooth theta divisor is represented by the Siegel modular form characterizing the Andreotti-Mayer locus.
Determinant bundles and Quillen metrics.
In this section, we recall some basic properties of Quillen metrics in the simplest setting. For the general treatment, see [S] and [F] .
Let TT : X -> S be a proper smooth morphism of Kahler manifolds. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over X. The determinant bundle \{E) is defined by the following formula:
( We also need a theorem of Bismut and Lebeau ([B-L] ) which describes the Quillen norm of canonical section in terms of some secondary classes. (For the general cases, see [B-L] 
Recall the definition of Td(£). Let £ : 0 -> E' A E A E" -> 0 be an exact sequence of vector bundles over a complex manifold M with Hermitian metrics hs' 5 hE, IIE" • Define a vector bundle over M x IP 1 by (1.3) E = {(e, e 7 ') G £7 © E"(-l); t;(e) + ^ 0 e" = 0}
where E 1 =: prlE, E"(-l) := pr^E" 0 Opi(-l), CTQ and CTOQ the canonical section of (9pi(l) such that (cro)o = 0 and (<7oo)o = oo. In the homogeneous coordinate, <Jo = 2:0 and croc = zi where z = ^o/^i is the inhomogeneous coordinate of P 1 . Let (1.4) /^((e, e"), (e, e'')) := h E (e, e) + /i^ (ao 0 e", (Jo 0 e") be a Hermitian metric of E. Consider the following exact sequence of vector bundles
2. Families of hypersurfaces and relative Todd form. Let 5 be a complex manifold and D = {z G C; \z\ < 1} be the unit disc. Through this section, 5 is not necessary the unit disc. Put U := D n+1 x 5. Let F(z, s) G 0(17) be a holomorphic function such that F(',s) is not a constant function for any 5 G 5 where z=(zo,-' ,z n for any square matrix X, we get the formula by putting t --x and X = t BAA. 
(
2) MTd(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E, h))^ lies in Lf oc (S), (3) 7T^(Td(TX/S,gx/s)ch(E' ) h,h f )) < < 0^ lies in C a {S) and admits the following asymptotic expansion as t -» 0:
ir.{Td(TX/S,g x/s )di{E;h,h'))<-0 M~Y l T, E ^i*!*!^^'^ 1*1)*• r i,j>0 0<k<n (4) n.iTdpX/S.gx/sjdiiEMW lies in Lf 0C (S) .
For the proof, we need the following theorem due to Barlet ([Ba] ). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since the proof of (3) and (4) is similar to that of (1) and (2), we only prove the former. Furthermore, we assume E is trivial and h = 1 for simplicity because the problem is of local nature and the proof of the case h ^ 1 is similar. Let p : P v (rX) -» X be the projective bundle whose fiber at x, say P V (TX) X = P V (T X X), is the set of all hyperplanes in T X X. Let Fx be the universal vector bundle over P V (TX). Let H x be a hyperplane in T X X and [H x ] the point in
= -#x-By the construction, we obtain the following exact sequence of vector bundles over IP V (TX):
where Nx = 0pv(TX)(l)-Define Hermitian metrics on Fx by ^x := p*gx\Fx an( i p^ := P*9X\FX-Let z/ : TX/S -t Fx be the Gauss map:
The underlying map from X to P V (TX) is also denoted by v. 
is a divisor with simple normal crossing, (3) There exists a holomorphic map 0 :
Since (j)" f Td(Fx\gFx >^F^) ^S a smoo th (n,n)-form on y, we get the assertion by Theorem 3.2.
(2) By the assumption, for any w G V, there exist local coordinates (C/^, (u^,
Let pc/^ be a smooth function supported in U w . 
where the 0(l)-term comes from the integral along the boundary. Let q : V ->• D 9 be the blowing-up at 0. Then, q* log ,{ U extends to a smooth function on V. Therefore, the second integral of (4.1) is a continuous function by Theorem 3.2. Since \\df\\i(w) -|H| 2 , we get
This proves the case of non-degenerate critical point. Consider the general case. Let F(z,s) 
be the fiber of the map TT In the sequel, identify 5i = 1. We compute Td(£) by using the formula (1.5). The Gauss map induces the following metric on Ly.
where hn is the standard metric of H = (9p»>(l). Its Chern form is given by (5.4) cxtLXM -**<*(#), c^ff) = ^aaiogiizii 2 .
Define TX and g'~ in the same manner as (1.3) and (1.4). 
-759N)-\u\
The assertion follows from the following:
(5-6) 9 f = J^-= UdOtf. U
Consider the following exact sequence of Hermitian vector bundles over F n :
where E is the universal bundle over P n , i.e., E u = {z G C n+1 ; X)iLo u i z i = ^} ^o r u e P n . C n+1 is equipped with the standard Euclidean metric and E and H are equipped with the induced metric from (5.7). Then, the following is clear by the definition: Proof Since / G C 00^) , there exists g G C^iP) such that Ag = f. Then A(x -g) = 0 on D -{0} in the sense of distribution. As x -9 is bounded on a neighborhood of 0, it extends to a harmonic function on D by the Riemann extension theorem. Therefore x is smooth on D and satisfies Ax = /• D Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof is similar to that of Bismut [B2] . At first, we treat the case that X C X' and E extends to a vector bundle E' over X'. By Theorem 1.2, 1.3 and 3.1, we may asssume that the curvatures of (TX^gx) and (E^HE) vanish on a neighborhood of SingXo and that gx (resp. hs) extends to a Kahler (resp. Hermitian) metric gx' (resp. HE 1 ) on TX' (resp. E Let do G r (S,Xx(E) ) be a holomorphic section such that cr(£) ^ 0 for any t G 5. Let pi :-pri be the projection to the z'-th factor in X' x S. Regarding X' x S as the trivial family over 5, we obtain line bundles A^xS^Pi-E') and Xx'xsifiiE 1 QL' 1 ) over S. By the construction of L, A := \x(E) (g) Xx'xsiPiE')" 1 ® Xx>xs{PiE f ® £) is canonically trivial and has a canonical section cr. Let ai G r(5, Ax'x^^i^')) an d ^2 G r(5, Ax'xsCPi-E' ® i -1 )) be nowhere vanishing sections such that By Theorem 1.1, it holds on 5 -{0} that (6.9) ^ddx = ic.tTdiTX/Stgx/sWEth))™.
'). Since {Xt}tes is a family of divisors in X', L := {Lt}tes (Lt '•= [Xt]) is a holomorphic family of line bundles over X' and defines a line bundle over X' x 5. Fix a smooth function h on S such that h(u) = \u\ 2 for \u\ < \ and h(u) = 1 for \u\ > \. Let s G tf^X' x 5,L) be the canonical section of L such that (st)o = X t where St := s\x>x{o}-Define a Hermitian metric /i£ t on Lt such that hL t {st,St){z) -h(7r(z) -t) for z G X and hL t (st,St

Since 7T4Td(TX/S,gx/s)^HE,h))
< < 1^ extends to a smooth (l,l)-form over 5 by Proposition 2.1 and x € ^^(S), we find by (6.9) and Lemma 6.1 that x € C 00 (5). The assertion follows from (6.8), (6.9) and smoothness of xNext, we treat the general case where the extension E' of E is no more a vector bundle. Since X' is a projective manifold, there exists a resolution of E' by vector bundles {^i}i<i<Ar over X':
Here we identify vector bundles with corresponding locally free sheaves. Fix Hermitian metrics {hi} on each Ei. As every Ei is a vector bundle, we can apply Theorem 6.1 for each (Ei,hi) over X. Since E' is a vector bundle over X, by an argument using anomaly formula ([B-G-S, Theorem 0.3]), we also get the theorem for (E, h). D 7. Approximation by algebraic families and proof of main theorem. We prove Main Theorem in this section. For simplicity, we assume that Sing XQ consists of one point i.e., SingXo = {0}. (General case is proved similarly.)
Step 1. Fix an embedding i : X <-)• F^ x 5, TT = pr2 of and define the polarization Ox(]) -= i*pr{OpN(l). Since X is projective over 5, it is enough to show the theorem under the assumption that the vector bundle E is a quotient of some Ox(-1) (-l) el /Y/T) be the Quot-scheme of coherent (9y-modules which are quotient of CV(-I) 0 * with the Hilbert polynomial </>(ra). Let p2 • Q -> T be the projection. Put YQ :=Y XT Q and q : lg -> Q for the projection to the second factor. The universal quotient sheaf over YQ is denoted by F (cf. [G] ): * : OY Q (-1) 0/ -> F -> 0. Let 7 : 5 -> Q be the holomorphic map defined by 7(5) = (X S ,E S ) G Q. Then, by the universality of the Hilbert scheme and the Quot-scheme, we get the following identification:
Since T and Q are projective varieties, we can approximate the holomorphic curve 7 : 5 -> Q by a sequence of algebraic curves due to Demailly, Lempert and SchifFman Put X m := YQ x 7m 5, -Km :=pr2|x m and E m := 7^F. Then, the pair (X m ,£; m ) is globalizable for any m. To show this, put Z m := YQ x 7m (7 m , E^ := ^F. Let / m : Zm -> Z m be a resolution of singularity and put E'^ := f^E^. Since X is non-singular, so is X m by the construction. Thus, we may assume that / m is an isomorphism restricted to f~1(X m ). As YQ is projective, so is Z m . Furthermore, as F is a coherent sheaf over YQ, SO is E'^ over Z m . Clearly, (Z m ,.E^) is a globalization of (X m ,E m ).
Step 2. Let (lg,0) and (Q,7(0) ) be the germs of analytic spaces at 0 and 7(0) respectively. Since q : YQ -» Q is a flat morphism, 9 : (YQ,0) -)» ((9,7(0)) becomes a deformation of isolated hypersurface singularity (XQ, 0) . Since (Xo,0) is an IHS, its Kuranishi space Def(Xo,Q) is non-singular and Def(Xo ) 0) = (O^O) where /i is the Milnor number of (XQ, 0). Let w = (WQ, • • • , w n ) be the coordinates of (C n+1 ,0) and t = (ti,--jtn) of Def (Xo, 0) . The semi-universal deformation of (XQ, 0) is constructed as follows (cf. [Lo, Chap.6] Step 4-Let us construct a good metric on F. Since F is locally free along XQ, so is on a neighborhood of XQ in YQ because locally freeness is an open condition. In particular, there exists a hermitian metric hp on F\ q -i^ whose curvature vanishes onUifU and V are chosen small enough.
Step 5 By (7.10) and Lemma 7.2, there exist a family of smooth functions {xm} C C 00 (S) Step 4, it follows from the elliptic regularity theory (cf. Theorem 8.6 ]) that {xm} is an uniformly bounded equi-continuous family on 5(|). Put (7.12) x(t) := log ||7V|ft(i) -j^yd(Xo)r(E)log \t\ 2 .
From (7.10) together with the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, it follows that limxm = X uniformly on 5(|) and x €'C 00 (S(%) ). Main Theorem follows from (7.12) and the smoothness of x-E .
Smoothing of IHS and analytic torsion.
We prove Theorem 0.1 in this section. The same notations as in section 0 are used through this section. First, we study the behavior of the L 2 -metric on X(Ox)' Let H be the relatively very ample line bundle over X. We may assume that X C P^ x 5, H = pr^O^N^) and TT = pr2\x where pri is the projection to the z-th factor. Since SingXo is a finite set, we can choose generic hyperplane sections (S 6 ) where S e = {te S; \t\ < e}. Put tfit) := ^| Xt and </>?(*) := ^|^. Let IBI0?(*) and M^(0 be their harmonic representatives. Then, M^^t) (resp. M^(i)) is a holomorphic g-from on X t (resp. Xf). In particular, ]HI0?(£)|x* is also a harmonic form on Xf.
LEMMA 8. [Milken • •' ' [^mjlxo in H q (Xo, Ox 0 where ri, • • • ,r/ G Q-f, and so does exp (F(t) Proo/. From the rationality of SingXo, it follows that any Ui(0) is square integrate over XQ (cf. [Bu] ) and det lf x Ui(0) A Uj (0) which together with (8.13) and (8.17) yields (8.12). D REMARK. By (8.12), we find that -1 is a simple root of the 6-function for IHS and any other root is strictly smaller than -1.
